Cb750 wiring harness

Welcome, Guest. Please login or register. Home Help Login Register Donate. I hope I can get a
little help here. I am re-building a CBK. The existing wiring harness is missing the connector
plug to the ignition switch. I have found a new connector, but I could use some help to position
the wires. I have two brown wires, a brown with a white stripe, a red and a black wire. Expert
Posts: 1, I have a 78 so I won't try to help you since mine might be different. The advice I wanted
to offer is that with the schematic diagram which shows the colors and an ohmmeter, you could
check which pin is which on your switch and make sure that you have the right wires going to
the right pins. I guess what I am saying is that your bike has had the connector cut off and you
don't know what if any other "modifications" have been done by previous owners so it may be
best to check what you actually have rather than just matching up colors. Might be less smoke
that way? I have restored the wiring on the rest of the bike. I am still hoping someone can
identify the wiring pattern for the ignition switch. I have a 74 Johnie Really Old Timer Posts: 8, I
have a 74 CB and the spot the ignition switch plugs into the harness is a 4 plug connector.
Below is a pic of the harness end and switch end. I am not sure why you would have a 5 lead
connector there? JPG MoMo Really Old Timer Posts: 8, Ride like you're invisible. Johnie, the 5
plug is for the newer models, 75 and up. Good point Larry Johnie If you have that connector on
the harness this will be easy. So tell us if you do. OK, so rocker has a 75 titled as a 74 with the
different connector than my K4. Got it I appreciate it guys. It is a 74 but it has the five wires in a
6-pin plug.. The ignition switch is on the upper triple tree and not on the frame under the gas
tank. Unfortunately there is no connector on the end of the harness here. Each of the wires has
the cheap fast crimp wire ends crimped on them. Here is a picture. In this picture you can see
that I have pulled the ignition and it is just sitting on the engine so I can work on it. I do have a
new connector coming. I have the wires plugged in but I haven't tried them out as i was hoping I
could get some help from you all before I turned it on. If anyone had a picture of the back of the
ignition plug that would give me the info that I need to set the pins. You might want to try this
guy. Posts: 6, I am going to give you the answer but you really need to buy a Clymer's
workshop manual. Then you could easily look this up. You have the wrong ignition switch. You
have a F model ignition switch. It is much more complex in its internal set up. Speedo
lights,turn signals, etc. Only 3 fuses!! Tail lights- head lights -and main fuse. I wish ALL bikes
and cars could be this simple. If I was you I would just get a K model switch and plug and play.
TwoTired Really Old Timer Posts: 21, The switch model you are using wasn't introduced to US
markets until F models. Could have been bought as Early as September with new model
introduction. I have a spare wire harness from a 77 CBK that used the same switch and has
standard Honda color code wires. I noted the wire colors in the harness to correspond to your
switch plug below in blue. Honda was smart in putting the red power supply wire in a center
position. So even if you wire the outer pins wrong it shouldn't hurt anything, it just won't work
right, allowing a later swap to correct function. I haven't tested this, though. I should note
though, that your wiring may be custom and not follow Honda convention. I say this because
the two browns are normally connected together in the harness. You could check continuity
between them to verify that hasn't been modified. Quote from: nwrocker on February 15, , pm.
Thanks for the info. My motorcycle battery is now dead so I will have to charge it up and try out
the wiring pattern. The conversation about it being a F model is mystifying. The title says it is a
with a vin making it a K4. The ignition, gauges and upper triple tree all fit together. The unit
bolts to the triple tree and the locking bolt would hit a weld on the front frame tube to keep the
forks from turning. It's hard to believe a 74 K model would have that feature. Does the VIN tag
number match the number stamped into the frame's headstock on the opposite side? Hope you
get the wiring sorted. Patrick Expert Posts: 1, I am not sure how helpful this will be, but I will
offer it anyway. The black wire is the power to the rest of the bike. It then goes back to the
swqitch where it also powers the br wire. It is NOT powered by the switch. The br wire runs the
taillight. It runs only from the switch. The switch connects r to b. The parking feature second
notch on the switch connects the red to br only. SMF 2. All other reasons, buyer will pay for
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